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Where I can find the results of the tests? Can I delete the file of results?  

 

Where I can find the results of the tests? 

With reference to our end-of-line test benches, where our software Parseq is installed, you can find the test 

results in a database, usually named Results.mdb, stored in the directory: 

  

C:\Users\Public\Documents\Microplan\Parseq\ParseqFolders\Data folder 

 

This is an Access file, where the data are stored in a hierarchical way, with Test, Step and Measure tables in 

the order. The main table to explore is TEST, where each record is a test executed on a single appliance. 

Info available herewithin are for instance appliance model, barcode, serial number, test station, operator, 

test sequence, test duration and result. Expanding this table you will find the list of test STEPS, (ex. leakage 

test, gas valve adjustment, etc.) each one including the relevant data and MEASURES (ex. water flow rate, 

temperatures, etc.). Another table to consider is DEFECT that includes the barcodes of the faults and 

defects collected by the operator in case of failed steps. 

 

Can I delete the file of results?  

Yes, you can delete the results of tests once you’ve made a copy of the Results.mdb file into another PC, 

better if it is a central PC so that all the historical data are accessible. After that, to delete the existing 

results, open the Results.mdb database and delete all the records written in the TEST and DEFECT tables 

(Do not cancel the tables, just the records). 

This is a periodic operation that we recommend our customers to execute in order to prevent PC slowdown 

or blockage when reaching the maximum allowed number of records. Once records are deleted from the 

Access database we suggest to run the compact and restore function. 

Eventually we could create a routine to transfer the data automatically to a company server, but this needs 

to be evaluated and eventually quoted (read more).  
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